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first half of 2014, the labor market was surprisingly steady. In the first seven months around
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The interesting question is what impact the transition of monetary policy from an easing cycle to
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ket. Historically, the yield of 10-year US Treasuries
could be very well explained by the federal funds
rates, the 10-year moving-average of core infla-

Bond yields are expected to increase only moderately in 2015
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this case, the fair value of the 10-year US Treasury
yield will move up to approximately 2.8% by the
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tion, and the ISM index. In our view, the 10-year
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is always the risk that the actual yield will over-
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most of the time. All in all, the US tightening cycle
should have only a moderate negative effect on
the US bond market.
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r Editorial
It is not easy to read the news and walk away feeling
good. Often the headline stories remind us of constant geopolitical risks, natural disasters, political

r Commercial

real estate fundamentals

gridlock, deadly viruses, and economic uncertainty.
In the realm of news reporting, this tendency of
focusing on the negative can be summarized as
“if it bleeds, it leads.” Positive news, on the other

After a slow and stormy start to the year, the second quarter saw a strong rebound in office de-

hand, is perceived to be less interesting. Despite how

mand and leasing activity. Led by healthy job growth, rents are moving up and vacancies are

the news is reported, it is important to occasionally

falling in most markets. Landlords are simultaneously reducing tenant improvement allowances

be reminded of what is going well. For prospective

and free rent. As a result of increased demand, new construction activity is gradually rebound-

investors of commercial real estate in the US, the

ing. The amount of new product under construction is approximately 100 million square feet,

unspoken news is relatively good.

42% higher than one year prior. Nearly half of all construction activity is concentrated in Houston,
New York City, Dallas, San Francisco, Boston, and Washington DC.

During the last three years, over seven million jobs
have been created. Although these gains have at

Healthy levels of consumer spending and limited new construction helped fuel another quarter

times been modest, they have gradually translated

of positive net absorption and falling vacancy rates in the industrial sector. In fact, industrial

into increased demand and material improvement

vacancy rates are now at their lowest point since 2001. Demand is highest for large buildings

in real estate fundamentals such as rent growth

that cater to tenants focusing on e-commerce, logistics, and retailing. Although still below his-

and occupancy. Another positive story is the limited

torical averages, new construction activity is increasing. Approximately 28.6 million square feet

amount of new supply. Office construction, for ex-

of new product was delivered in the second quarter, 63% higher than one year prior. The amount

ample, is recovering but is still only at half the vol-

of new product currently under construction is approximately 120 million square feet, 112%

ume it was during 2006–2008. Of the buildings

higher than one year prior. Despite this dramatic increase, demand is exceeding supply. However,

that are under construction, approximately 65% are

that may change in 2015 and 2016.

already leased. Lastly, interest rates are extremely
favorable with numerous lenders to choose from.

After several years of struggling, retail has made a comeback. Rents are increasing and vacancies
have dropped back to long-term averages. Consumers are in a spending mood, with consumer

Going forward, the US commercial real estate mar-

confidence at its highest level since October 2007. Class A space in populated areas continues

kets seem poised to continue what appears to be a

to significantly outperform properties of inferior quality or location. Almost two-thirds of all

positive, yet disciplined, path of recovery and, in

vacant retail space is concentrated in large, outdated malls and isolated suburban locations.

select markets, vitality. Market research provider

Although demand is improving, retail construction activity remains near historically low levels.

CoStar Portfolio Strategy projects overall job growth

With the exception of a few supply-constrained locations, most markets will only add supply

will average 1.4% through 2018 after averaging only

after a significant period of excess demand.

0.6% during the last ten years. The office sector may
perform even better, as professional and business

Driven by growth in employment and household formation, apartment demand has remained

services job growth is expected to average 2.8%

steady. The number of households grew by an average rate of 1.1% between 2011 and 2013, more

through 2018. Investors should take the time to

than three times the rate during the recession. However, the multifamily cycle is likely beyond

evaluate not only the headline risks, but also the

a peak phase of expansion. Rent growth has remained positive but has been decelerating since

less publicized yet equally important opportunities

late 2013. New construction activity is extremely high. In 2014, the amount of new supply deliv-

that lie ahead.

ered will be the highest in 15 years. It remains to be seen if the sector is overbuilt or if increased
demand from younger and older renters will continue to absorb the supply.
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r Topic in focus: Why do urban office assets command such a premium?
Late 2009 was a turning point for office investors.

remains as wide as 2010. What is going on? Can

of the major growth stories of the past five years.

After almost two years of declining transaction

this trend continue?

To compete for the most talented employees,

volumes and falling values, investment activity

many have increased their urban office require-

gradually turned up. Coming off a sharp reces-

Although various factors play a role, demograph-

ments, pushing up both demand and rent growth

sion and persistent economic uncertainty, it was

ics appear to be key. The current workforce of

and pushing down capitalization rates. It re-

understandable why some investors favored ma-

young professionals, or “Millennials”, is quite

mains to be seen if this is a temporary entry point

jor metropolitan markets that were perceived as

large and very tech-savvy. Unlike previous gen-

for suburban investors to earn attractive risk-

safe-havens for the risk averse. One theory was

erations, they are less likely to drive a car. In-

adjusted returns or a more permanent recalibra-

that large cities such as New York or San Francis

stead, many use mass transit and are drawn to

tion of risk between urban and suburban loca-

co were locations where relatively healthy levels

walkable, urban neighborhoods with amenities

tions. History suggests that tenant preferences

of employment would support real estate demand

that cannot be found in the suburbs. Meanwhile,

are cyclical and the next generation of office

even as companies temporarily consolidated back

technology-oriented companies have been one

users may have a different set of priorities.

into their centrally located headquarters. Sub
urban markets, on the other hand, would be
much riskier and more volatile until the economy
turned around.
This shift was quickly reflected in capitalization
rates. There had always been a risk premium be-

Office capitalization rates – suburban vs. Central Business District (CBD; all locations, all classes)
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point to what should be a shrinking risk premium.
Economic growth has been relatively firm and
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the unemployment rate has dropped from 10%
to just above 6%. Office investment activity is
brisk. Office-using job growth is expected to
outpace overall job growth for the foreseeable
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future. However, the divergence between urban and suburban office capitalization rates
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r   Capital markets
According to Real Capital Analytics (RCA), year-

capitalization rates approximately 50 basis

to-date purchase and sale volumes through

points lower than the second quarter of 2013.

the halfway point of 2014 were approximately

Retail and apartment capitalization rates are

USA

USD 184 billion, 23% ahead of the pace set at

down approximately 20 basis points while
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the halfway point of 2013. The last time first half

office rates are about the same. Capitalization

volumes were this high was 2006. Signs of risk

rates spreads are relatively unchanged given

aversion continue in the office space as year-

the 10-year US Treasury rate has been edging

over-year Central Business District (CBD) office

down simultaneous with the gradual declines

transactions were up 35% while suburban office

in capitalization rates.
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product was only up 25%.
According to the Moody’s/RCA Commercial
Along with improving fundamentals and relatively

Property Price Index (CPPI), commercial proper-

low interest rates, the availability of debt and

ties have appreciated over 15% during the past

Germany

equity capital is helping push up values and drive

year. On average, values are only about 4% be-
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down returns. Allocations from institutional inves-

low the pre-recession peak of 2007. As has been

tors, private investors, REITs, and foreign investors

the case since the recession ended, valuation

show no signs of slowing down. On the debt side,

changes have not been evenly distributed.

lenders have reported continued growth in de-

Assets in major markets such as Boston, New

mand for commercial real estate loans. This is

York, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Chicago, and

occurring at the same time lending standards

Washington DC have fully recovered and now

have become less restrictive.

stand 7% above pre-recession values. However,
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non-major markets are still down 13%. Values for

Disclaimer
This report is for informational purposes only. It does not
constitute or form part of any offer to buy or solicitation
of any offer to buy any financial instruments. This report
has been prepared based upon information Metzler Realty
Advisors, Inc. [together with its affiliated companies in
terms of section 15 et seq. AktG (= German Stock Companies Act) referred to in the following as “Metzler”] believes to be reliable, but Metzler makes no representation
as to the accuracy or completeness of such information.
Neither Metzler nor the author accepts any liability for or
with respect to the use of this report or its contents. Any
opinions, forecasts, estimates and projections expressed

These conditions are all contributing to slightly

CBD office properties are up 10% over pre-reces-

lower capitalization rates. The largest year-over-

sion values, while suburban office properties are

year drop has been in the industrial sector, with

still down 23%.

herein are subject to change without notice, and Metzler
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matter stated herein, or any opinion, forecast, estimate
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